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“The present invention'relates'to an air-perme 
‘‘ able‘ diaper. 

'l U'p?to the ‘present vdiapers have‘ been‘ ‘made’ to 
absorb the infant’s urinary ?uid ‘from ‘an ab 
sorbent material, suchvascotton "fabric and *the 
like. ‘ Such diapers‘have-the ‘disadvantage o'f'be 
ling saturated ‘quickly ‘with ‘the ~>above liquid, 
>which‘strikes ‘through easilyto other wearing 
apparel. To prevent wearing apparel and bed 
“clothes ‘from becoming wet‘ and "soiled, it ‘has been 
suggested to use ?exible‘ water-proof material, 

flexible lrubberized "fabric, jap 
's'ilk,~ce’llophane. The water-proof ‘part is "used 

‘It has *been also 

forated ‘to allow some circulation of “air. 
The present invention is based “upon” the‘dis 

'covery, “that ajgreatly improved diaper can be 
"produced, 'which ‘will jprev‘entfwetting “through, 
‘ without substantial'reduction ‘of' air‘_ipermeability 
‘and porosity. 
One ‘of the ‘primary ‘objects of ‘the present’ in 

vention is to produce a permanent diaper, which 
"can “be repeatedly-‘used, cleaned or laundered, 
without changing‘the water resisting property' 
Another object of ‘the present invention is to 

,m‘ake'a disposable diaper ora diaperlining, to 
" be ‘discarded after a single use. 

Figure lis a plan view of the ‘device. 
' ~ . | 9 

Figures 2 and 3-.are perspective views of the ‘ 
‘device folded and ready to be applied to an 
infant. 
Figure 4iis a perspective view-of theqdevice as 

vapplied to. an infant. 
The diaper, according to the'vpresent invention 

consists in principle of two .parts 301‘ :sections. 
These parts‘or sectionsdiffer withirespectltoathe 
.uptake'of .the watery .?uid. gOne ;part- has .the 
‘capability of rapidwater adsorption, which .will 
.be called in .the following v“absorbing” section. 

. The other part-‘has such a.nature,‘that ‘the .water 
absorption is‘ retarded,~at least-to‘ such an extent, 
that during ‘normal use no penetration-of "the 
urinal ?uid willitake'place. This section will ‘be 
called in the following “retarding” .section. 

. ‘A diaper made according ‘to the present in— 
~vention absorbs the urinary fluid, .but the “re~ 
tarding” ‘section is not saturated, consequently 
no penetration . of .the I‘ liquid r'through #the diaper 
to other wearing apparel .takes :place. The 
diaper of the present invention ‘:‘will not prevent 

‘ lor substantiallytretard the circulation of air or 
the evaporation of water an'dwilllnot cause any 
~.discomfort ‘or irritation =.on .the infant-‘s ‘tender 
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:consists in measurement 

‘the fabric. 

skin, frequently ‘noticeable when watéréproof 
‘garmentsf‘a'reused. 
‘According to the present "invention “the v-im- 

=proved air permeable diaper‘ is made offan “ab 
sorbent” part, which *iscapable of being-‘rapidly 
‘saturated with Water, and a section-or part which 
is ‘resistant to the absorption ‘of- water, mat ileast 
*such ‘a degreepthat it iwillinot wet through dur 
ing normal use. 

‘The absorbent part can» bemade fromi'any type 
of ' material capable of soaking llupl liquidiand vfin 
fany ‘ convenient-“shape or’si'ze. 

‘The retarding ‘section 1 can ‘also ‘be imade'ifrom 
‘the'same or similar material in any ‘convenient 
shape or size. To prevent rapid saturation-with 
urinary ?uid, this part must,ilhowever,"be treated 
in a de?nite mannen'itoimakethis ‘section water 
‘resistant ‘without impairing “the “porosity‘and air 
permeability. Wateror urinary i?uids'loffhigh 
surface tension will not wet such a treated'lis‘ur 
‘iface and willlionlyshowl'penetration byiappli¢a~ 
1 tionsofi pressure without absorption by the ?bers. 
frSu‘c’h Ia treated surface will‘ ‘not soak 1 upiia "water 
solution ofihigh ‘ surface ‘tension during its 2‘use. 

= it‘willbe, however, easily-‘vetted by asoap solu 
‘ tion, or solutions of? low ‘surface ‘tension/conse 
:quen'tly iiti'can be easily cleaned or laundered. 

The fact, that the .rsurface'lwi-ll Ybe 'wetted iby. 
and the material is absorbentforia. soap “solu 
Itioni can :be used to ‘testaand-also l-toqdemonstrate, 
that ‘the ‘porosity :and‘per’medbllity of the ‘ma 
cteria'l remained substantially ‘unchanged ‘after 
‘the treatment. ‘ 

‘The porosity and‘thelsiz‘e of the pores crane 
-‘fretarding” section must i be,‘ however‘, lkeptlwith 
:in certainlimits. *If thefsizeof the-poreseisabove 
such a limit,‘eve'n if ‘the surface is iino‘t‘ew'etted, 
‘water ‘will flow unhindered ‘through. The ‘limit 
'forthe size o'f‘the-poresalso depends'on ‘the: type 
{of treatmentiperformedlon the‘material of'ithe 
"“reta'rding'” part and can ‘be determined 1lay-ex 
periments. . Anyi convenient type of'mea-surem‘ent .‘for permeability, ‘such as the standard ‘hydro 
:ts'tatic' test. of the I American »‘-Association #of ‘ Tex 
.tilechemistsz and colorists can paused. This ‘test 

‘of the ‘water level, 
which 'will force water through the ‘openings oi 

.lsatisfac'tory results were ‘obtained 
with a product capable of resisting ipressu'resof 
5 <to.100 mm. Products which resisted (‘over 1‘20 
:mm. ipres'sure were ‘found to ‘be most suited =‘for 
‘the. purpose l of this invention. Satisfactory "re 
:sults were‘. obtained with material with 'a porosity 
iover ‘30%, tbetterresults ‘were, however obtained 
:with Iporosities of i 50% or.: higher. 



. wovenror knitted fabric. 

- polyamides, glass and the like. 

~ methyl-silicone chlorides. 
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The treatment of the “retarding” section must 
be carried out in a manner, that no substantial 
reduction in the porosity takes place. 
stantial resistance should be observed when 
passing liquids through of low surface tension, 
such as a 3% solution of sodium laureate in 
water, or a commercial soap solution. In gen 
eral solutions of low surface tension, such as 30 
dynes per cm. should permeate the “retarding” 
part easily. A drastic change in the permea 
bility would'take place, had a continuous ?lm 
formed on the surface. 

It is advantageous to make the “absorbing” 
part or section from a material of good absorb 
ing property and porosity and of good wetting 
property for water. The “retarding” part or sec 

No sub- ' 
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tion can either be made from the same material, . r 
or from material of lesser porosity and absorbing 
property. When cotton fabric is used, for'exk 
ample, the “retarding’_’ section can be a tighter 

The retarding part 
can also be made from ?bers or yarns which 

. have no tendency to absorb Water, such as ?bers 
from plastic material, as polyvinyl products, 

Any style or out 
can be used for this diaper product, as long as 
the absorbing part or section,‘which comes in 
contact with the infant’s body’ can be placed over 
the retarding part in actual use. 
For making a permanent diaper woven or knit 

' .ted cotton fabric, either by itself or in combina 
tion with a fabric- from synthetic nonabsorbing 
?bers can be used. Instead of cotton'or fabric 
containing cellulose, fabrics made from proteins, 
such as wool can be considered. 
For making disposablediapers or diaper lin 

ings paper is a suitable material. 
Both the permanent type of diaper and the 

disposable one consist of absorbing and retard 
ing parts.v ._ , v . - 

To give to the “retarding” section the prop 
ertyessential for the purpose of the present in 
vention, -a porous, ?brous material must be 
treated either chemically or by physical means 
with a suitable substance. After this treatment 

. the ?brous material or the surface of the non 
absorbent yarns became water repellent or water 
resistant without substantial change in the air 
or vapor permeability. 

The, treatment of cellulose containing material 
, will be discussed specially in the following. 

A surface treatment, which will withstand the 
necessary cleaning operation or ‘repeated laun 
dering, for the “resisting” part or section, must be 
of such a nature; that the surface becomes per 
manently water resistant. Such ajtreated sur~ 
face is essential for a permanent diaper. A suit 
able method to achieve this result is reactingthe 
cellulose molecule on the surface of the fibers 
with a hydrocarbon radical, for example a long 
chain paraf?n hydrocarbon. An example for 

. such a treatment is the reaction of cellulose with 
the halogen derivatives of long chain fatty acids, 
such as stearyl thiocyanate, chloride, bromide 
and the like, resulting in the formation of esters 
,with the hydroxyl radical of the cellulose mole 
I cule; Such a product will not be wetted any more 
by water, will resist absorption, although the pore 
structure is substantially unchanged. Another 

=method to obtain satisfactory water resistance 
for the “resistihg”'secti0n, is the treatment with 
alkyl-chloro-silicones, such as methyl or di 

These silicone com 
pounds form a water repellent alkyl silicone 
polymer after deoomposingin. the presence of 
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water. Other silicone derivatives suitable for 
such a treatment are the tertiary-alkyl-amino 
silanes. In general, treatment resulting in per 
manent water resisting, but porous, surface is 
satisfactory. The most satisfactory treatment 
results in products with maximum water resist 
ing property with minimum change in the poros 
ity or pore volumina. 
A product treated’ in the above manner, al 

though retaining its porosity will not absorb 
Water, if a drop is brought on the surface. Such 
a treated surface will not be wetted by water, and 
a drop will not spread out, although it will be 
wetted and be absorbent in contact with a soap 
solution. 
In making the “retarding” sections for dis 

posable diapers or for diaper linings a chemical 
compound can be deposited on the surface of the 
?bres. After this treatment such a surface will 
become water repellent. An example for such a 
treatment is the impregnationof waterabsorbing 
paper with a soap solution, for example 'am 
monium laureate and rendering the lauric acid 
insoluble by forming a salt with a bi- or tri-valent 
metal. ' Instead of the fatty acid, naphthenic acid 

. can also be used.- The behavior of the surface 
treated in the above manner will be similar 'to 
thatof a treated cotton fabric, as already re 
ferred to. 
The amount of such a water repelling material 

deposited on the surface, or formed on the sur 
: face of the ?bers, must be limited to such quan 

‘ tities that no substantial decrease of the porosity 
shall take place and furthermore no continuous 
?lm can form. It is advantageous not to reduce 
the porosity with more than 10 to 30% of the 

, original porosity. 
A preferred form of the diaper in, accordance 

with the present invention is illustrated in the 
drawings, in which A presents the absorbent sec 
tion and B the water-repellant section, these 
sections as shown, practically dividing the sheet 

‘ 'into substantially equal parts, the transverse line 
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E—E indicating the dividing line between the two 
sections. Since the sheet requires folding to pro 
duce the multi-ply effect, the sheet dimensions 
are such‘ as to ‘permit the needed. folding action 

' to produce the folded assembly as having the ‘di 
mensions desired for actual service use. 
Due to the fact that the absorption section 

provides the inner ply of the assembly, it is ap 
‘ parent that the folding must take place in a 
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particular regimen to secure this result. Hence, 
in practice, the sheet is ?rst folded on lines which 
extend parallel with the longitudinal axis of the 
sheet, the direction of lines 0-1‘). The particu 
lar distance of these lines from such axis will de 
pend upon the width required for the securing 
of the diaper in position. Folding on these lines 
does not disturb the relation of sections A vand B 
relative to each other, the overlying‘rportions 
being of the same section as the underlying por 
tions. The section A is then folded to’overlie 
section B to permit positioning of the infant on 
the absorbent section. The diaper is thenprop 
erly drawn about the infant and pinned as usual. 
A disposable diaper or diaper lining, according 

to the present invention, can also be manufac— 
tured in one plane, whereby the retarding section 
has to be folded below the absorbent one. Such 
a diaper can'also be made from laminated ma 
terial. ' 

The termiwater resisting or resistant is used 
in accordance with "the technical literature. 
Water resistant means: resistant to water and 
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porous to air (see Herbert P. Pearson, Water 
Proo?ng of Textile Fabrics, New York 1924, page 
8). For the purpose of the present invention ma 
terial with substantial porosity and with hydro 
phobic surface properties are suitable. The soft 
ness of such a material must not be impaired by 
treatment. 
The air permeable diapers, as described hereby, 

can be used either by themselves, or with a panty 
type air permeable garment. Such a garment 
can be‘made from a water resisting cotton fabric, 
or to facilitate cleaning, from fabrics woven or 
knitted of water non absorbing yarns, such as 
nylon or saran yarns. The surface of the latter 
must be rendered su?iciently water resistant or 
hydrophobic not to allow any penetration of 
watery liquids during regular use. 
I claim: 
1. An infant’s diaper adapted to be folded upon 

itself to form a multi-ply formation, said diaper 
comprising a single-ply sheet of soft, porous, 
water-absorbing material dimensioned to permit 
folding to produce a multi-ply formation, said 
sheet having a predetermined portion of its 
length treated to render said portion water-repel 
lant with the remaining portion unaffected by 
the treatment, said treatment being ineffective 
to materially vary the softness and porosity of the 
material of the treated portion, said treated por 
tion being .so located that when the diaper is 
folded for service the water-repellant portion 
overlies and forms a cover for the absorbent por 
tion. 

2. A diaper as in claim 1 characterized in that 
the sheet is initially of integral fibrous material 
of soft, porous and water-absorbing characteris 
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tic and rendered serviceable for diaper usage by 
treatment of one of its end zones to render the 
?bres of substantially half the length of the sheet 
water-repellant while maintaining the sheet po 
rosity unaffected. 

3. A diaper as in claim 1 characterized in that 
the treated and the absorbent portions of the 
sheet are of substantially equal-sized dimensions 
and positioned to divide the sheet length trans 
versely into respective end-sections, regimen 
folding of the sheet into service formation serving 
to position the absorbent section as the inner ply 
of the formation with the water-repellant section 
as the outer ply ‘of the formation. 

4. A diaper as in claim 3 characterized in that 
the folding regimen involves an initial folding 
on a pair of lines parallel with the longitudinal 
axis of the sheet and intersecting such transverse 
division between sections to thereby retain the 
sectional relation of the sheet portions so folded, 
and then folding such folded sheet on or parallel 
with the transverse division line separating the 
sections to position the absorbent section as in 
ternal of the water-repellant section. 

PAUL STAMBE'RGER. 
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